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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today, the value of condition monitoring informati~n 
·s recognised by most of plant personnel. Tbe mam 
:dea is that, the observed information can act as 
maintenance indicators, which could be used to 
describe the key relationship between equipment 
ccmdition and a maintenance decision. The 
deteriorating of equipment condition can be modelled 
using indicator such as cumulative wear and residual 
time, (Hussin 2007). If the condition or the state of the 
equipment can be predicted, maintenance actions 
which include manpower, equipment and tools and 
spare parts can be planned and scheduled, (Duffua, 
1997). 

In this paper, we seek to solve the predicting problem 
of residual time of an item associated with their 
observed condition-monitoring data. According to 
Wang (2002), the residual time Xi: at time tc is defined 

as the remaining time at ti- l minus the interval 

between ( and t1_ 1 provided that the item has 

survived to ti and no maintenance action has been 

taken since. In mathematical notation it can be written 
as follows 

x , = {xi-1 - (tt - ti-1) if Xi-1 >ti - tt-1' 
' otherwise not defined 

(1) 

The probability distribution for the residual time given 
their condition monitoring history is calculated using 
filtering approach, (Wang and Christer, 2000) as 

p(x. !:5.) = p(yi lx1)p(x- l~,-1) 
· ' J,:r. P(Yi Jxi) p(x1 l:..1 --1) d:1:·1 
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(2) 
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where, 

Yi =observed condition monitoring data 

.~\ = Y1 .• Yz, .. ., Yi i.e, history of the condition 

monitoring data 

p(yt lxJ is a probability distribution which 

established the relationship between the observed 
information}\ given the residual time Xi. 

p(xd.~1-1) = p(xdx1_ap(x1-: l~i-1) 

Here, it is assumed that x 0 is the residual time 

measured since new and all measurements of the 
condition monitoring parameter Yo used are also since 

new. Since ~o is not available at tG in most cases, we 

could set p(x 0 j.~ 0) = p(x0 ), which is the 

probability distribution of the engine life. It can be 
shown that equation (2) can be determined recursively 
ifp(x0 l~ 0) = p(x0 ) and p(J\lxJ are known. 

The forms of p ( X ll) and p (y ti X J can be chosen 

from any distribution and finally assessed against the 
goodness of fit test. 

In the case of p (x 0).. its estimated parameter is 

obtained from a failure data or by subjective 
assessment of experienced experts who are familiar 
with the equipment. If the equipment failure data is 
used, it poses the question of how we can obtain the 
parameters of the distribution given limited failure 
information, which are the main question addressed in 
this paper. 

II. DATA ANALYSIS 

This section describes the data collection process of 54 
sets of maintenance data used by marine diesel 
engines. The dataset consists of three types of data, as 
follows 

I . Lifetime data - the age in operating hours of 
the engine life before it has been replaced 
because of failure or preventive replacement. 
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2. Condition indicators obtained from 
observed Spectrometric Oil Analysis 
Programme (SOAP) to assess the 
deterioration of the engine and the oil. 

3. Maintenance events - indicates how the 
maintenance events is performed 

At glance, the obtained data was unsorted, contained 
missing values, was incomplete and inconsistent which 
needed further explanations, as it is common in 
practice. In order to correlate the monitoring data and 
residual U .. we had to model data the relationship 
between them, where it is assumed that a shorter 
residual life will produce a high value of monitoring 
indicators. 

III. PARAMETER ESTIMATIONS 

In this task, maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) is 
used to estimate the model parameters. MLE exhibits 
several criteria to be a good estimator (John, 1997) and 
attractive to use as well, (E-magazine, 200 l ). It is 
asymptotically consistent, which means that as the 
sample size increased, the estimates converge to the 
true values. It is asymptotically efficient, which means 
that for large samples, it produces the most precise 
estimates. It is also asymptotically unbiased, which 
means that for large samples, one expects to get the 
true value on average. 

Furthermore, as the sample size increased, the 
distribution of the MLE tends to the Gaussian 

distribution with mean e, where e are the parameters 

to be estimated. This enables us to calculate the 
variance and covariance of the estimated parameters 
by calculating the inverse of the Fisher information 
matrix. 

Unfortunately, it should be noted that the size of the 
sample data need to be sufficient in order to achieve 
these properties that are varied depending on the 
application. If limited sample data is used the metho 
an be biased which can cause discr pan ies in rther 

analysis. Another way to carry out parameter 
estimation is by using the complete data with censored 

data as well. The likelihood function for parameter 8 
is given by 
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where f ( e ·' t) and s ( e) t) are the probability density 

and survival probability of the chosen distribution. U 

is the set of items which are observed to fail and C is 
the set of right-censored observations. 

Applying this approach to the available data, we 
estimate the distribution parameters and compute the 
expected life of an engine. However, it is noticed that 
the result was far (38,064 hours) from the 
recommended engine life (20,150 hours) given by the 
personnel dealing with this data. Here, we could argue 
about what is the definition of an engine life: it either 
fail completely or fail to perform its intended 
functions. It became clear at this stage that the 
censored data we had in terms of preventive 
replacement was not random but purposely censored 
because of the definition of functional failure. 

Due to limited failure data and purposely-censored 
data, we proposed two approaches that could work to 
estimate the lifetime distribution given the incomplete 
life data as follows: 

l. Using failure and interval-censored 
information. 

2. Predicting failures of those censored using a 
regression model based on existing failure 
data. 

Interval-censored data arises when a failure time 
cannot be observed, but can be estimated to lie within 
an interval. This assumes that the life of a censored 
engine can only survive up to the maximum point, 

t max , hence the likelihood function can be written as 

L(B, t) cc rr f (B, t) n 5( e, t) - 5(8,t,,,0 .J 
tEV tEC 

(4) 

In our case, we could choose t max = max(tieC) + K, 
where K = 100 is an arbitrary constant value. The 
n xt meth d that we b lieved " ould give u a better 
re ult i predicting th ngine failure from tbe 
in mplcte data by u ing th relati nsbip t tal m ~al 
concentration valu aod failure ime of mplet life 
data. U ing the 7 data t f failur data that ' e have 
v need have their fa ilure time and ndition 
monit ring alues. We computed v n dataset· t~ ' 
e tabli hed a linear regre i n from thi relati n Jup. 
as shown in Figure 1 below. 



y= 31s3c:-< - m21 
R' = ~ ;37; 

1 ~O GO ECO~ .zoncc 
Failure time 

2~COO 

Fig. 1: Regress ion of total metal concentration 
( c nditi n moni oring indic l r and fr ilure time 

Using this te hniqu we cal ula ed lhe 
95% pr~di tiou 1 for t tal metal c n ntration 
value· which w ,expected w uld y.i ld the predicted 
value fi r the tim , o failure. ext we mapp d th t tal 
metal con enlration fr: m th in mp1 te replacem n 
data et into this 95% prediction 1 vel sbown in i 11re 
2 below. 

11 equation for complete failure time 

• predicted failure time 

Fig. 2: 95% prediction interval from regression of 
failure data 

As we assume that a shorter residual life will produce 

higher monitoring indicator, (metal concentration) Y;, 
we add some extra hours to those censored lives based 

on the Y; at their last check, which must be in the 

95% prediction interval. To do this, we draw a straight 
line from the censored time until it touches either the 
regression line or one of 95% prediction intervals. A 

lower Y; will produce a longer residual life. Using 

this approach provided more failure data, allowing the 

estimates of the parameters within p(x0 ) to be 

performed using the likelihood function written above. 

IV. NUMERICAL RESULT 

The estimation result for both approaches is shown in 
TB 
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TABLE 1: Estimated parameters for failure and 
interval-censored information 

, Method a /J E(t) 

Interval 0.0009478 I 6.256 23,542 
censored hours 
Predicted 0.0009762 5.333 22,657 
failure 
time 

hours 

The result shows that the expected failure time for 
each method is not far from the recommended mean 
value, which provides evidence of the validity of this 

approach. In addition, the variance for a and p is 

relatively small compared with the values of estimated 
parameters, which shows the accuracy of the 
estimation. It can be observed that both approaches 
produce similar result. This scenario takes place 
because both approaches are seeking a method for 
adding some extra hours to predict when the failure 
will occur. It is not our aim to choose which of this 
approach is better than others, but to enrich the 
techniques if similar problem is occurred. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented techniques which could be 
used in determining the parameter of the distribution 
where the failure data is limited. Two approaches have 
been discussed namely interval censored and predicted 
failure time. With available dataset, each approach is 
tested and their numerical result is shown. 
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